
To understand the extent of Covid 19, this guide was created. Just like in the movie the matrix 
there is the world that you see, and underneath that veil of lies is the truth. The truth is hard to 
swallow and the information contained here is not for the faint of heart. Therefore, as our 
heavenly father allows freedom of choice, in his likeness and image you have the freedom to 
stop reading, right now, and continue on with your life. You will get your news from media 
sources and expert opinions and that is perfectly fine. Most people are hopelessly dependent 
upon the current system and in the face of the truth will resort to defense mechanisms like 
denial. If you choose to lift the veil, I warn you that there is nothing that can remove this 
information from your brain. Once you are "awake" you cannot go back to sleep. Still want to 
know the truth?  

 
Don't say we didn't warn you.  

 
The origins of Coronavirus – Predictive Programming  

 
Predictive programming is a subtle form of psychological conditioning. Basically when a person 
is exposed to repeat stimuli, the shock factor is taken out of the equation. For example, if you 
open a bag of Doritos, the first chip is bursting with flavor, the second and third chip taste great, 
the fourth and fifth chip taste good, and by the time you got to the 6th chip – what was 
“amazing” is now normal. If used cunningly and manipulatively this can be done in the opposite 
way. If you have a person and you feed them shit, the first time will be a horrible experience, but 
the 6th time – based on conditioning – will be easier to tolerate than the first time. 
 
 Predictive programming follows this principle, by repeatedly showing the general population 
some “idea”, it isn’t as shocking when it actually happens. The ruling authorities, the 
governments, the shadow governments, the special interests, media outlets, advertisers, 
hollywood producers, and record labels all collectively start pushing certain narratives until it 
becomes normal. They do this by predictive programming. They show you images and 
elaborate stories so by the time it actually happens in real life it is not a shock to you. It 
becomes easy to accept this as reality.  
 
The sinister part of this is that on the surface it looks like a coincidence, but the harsh reality is 
that for decades before major worldwide events happen, predictive programming took place.  
 
For example: 9/11 is a major worldwide event. Here is an example of predictive programming:  
 



 
 
All of the images were released BEFORE 9/11, sometimes 20 years before. And there are 
thousands of examples, you can just search up predictive programming 9/11 or any other 
worldwide event. It's not just a coincidence that cartoons showed the twin towers being blown 
up.  
 

Predictive programming in regard to Coronavirus  
 

 



1. Author Dean Koontz wrote a book called “The Eyes of Darkness” here is a passage from 
that book. Link: 
https://www.amazon.com/Eyes-Darkness-Thriller-Dean-Koontz/dp/0425224864 

 
 

2. Netflix Series My Secret Terrius Episode 10 - Released 2018 had a story about a 
“Mutant Coronavirus” Link:  

 
https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/tv/news/my-secret-terrius-netflix-coronavirus-
prediction-south-korea-a9429021.html 
 

https://www.amazon.com/Eyes-Darkness-Thriller-Dean-Koontz/dp/0425224864
https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/tv/news/my-secret-terrius-netflix-coronavirus-prediction-south-korea-a9429021.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/tv/news/my-secret-terrius-netflix-coronavirus-prediction-south-korea-a9429021.html


3. Netlix Series from 2015 “Containment” is a series about a lab made virus that escaped 
which forced the CDC to quarantine a city. The series shows that the CDC blatantly lied 
about the origins of the virus and manipulated the police force and politicians to go along 
with a false narrative. In this series it exposed the idea of “gain of function” studies done 
by the government. Series also shows societal collapse because of viral outbreaks.  
Link: 
https://www.fastcompany.com/90465248/containment-on-netflix-the-2016-series-about-a
-deadly-virus-in-the-u-s-is-as-chilling-as-ever 

 
 

4. The movie “The Purge: Election Year” is not about a deadly virus, but it is about a 
massive number of people dying during an election year. 2020 is an Election year and it 
is the year of Coronavirus. Also on the front Cover of the Movie Art - there is a man 
wearing a gas mask - coincidence? Probably not. Also the statue of liberty which is 
probably a nod to new york being the worst epicenter of the virus on earth. 
 

https://www.fastcompany.com/90465248/containment-on-netflix-the-2016-series-about-a-deadly-virus-in-the-u-s-is-as-chilling-as-ever
https://www.fastcompany.com/90465248/containment-on-netflix-the-2016-series-about-a-deadly-virus-in-the-u-s-is-as-chilling-as-ever


 
5. An online game from the 90s titled “Pandemic” - The game was a game about how to 

spread a virus as fast as possible from “patient 0” in country of choice.  
 

6. Event 201 was a simulation run by John Hopkin’s university in conjunction with the bill 
and melinda gates foundation about a pandemic that killed 56million people. This was 
run in November 2019 literally months before the coronavirus Pandemic. Unironically - 
the virus was a coronavirus that originated in bats which caused a severe acute 
respiratory syndrome. The stock market also crashed during this simulation. It can be 
watched here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AoLw-Q8X174 

 

 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AoLw-Q8X174


7. Madonna released a new album called “Madonna X”. There is a lot to unpack here so 
pay attention. The Typewriter on the album is a “Corona” typewriter and every sentence 
starts with “A” and in a row it forms “AAAAAAAAA”, Coronavirus scientific name is 
SARS-COV2. The genome for SARS-COV ends in 33 A’s - PAY ATTENTION TO THE 
NUMBER 33!!! More on this later.  
Genome can be found here:  
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/MN908947 
Summary of Genome can be found here: 
https://bioinformatics.stackexchange.com/questions/11227/why-does-the-wuhan-corona
virus-genome-end-in-aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 
Madonna Album can be found here: 
https://www.mad-eyes.net/music/madame-x/ 
 

 
8 . Madonna again - This time a live performance she did with Quavo singing her song off the 
album Madonna X called “Future”  
Video can be watched here at this exact time stamp: 4:50  
https://youtu.be/VG3WkiL0d_U?t=290 - Madonna is wearing a crown. Crown in spanish is 
Corona. The people around the “Corona” are wearing gas masks and they have flowers on their 
heads signifying spring time.  
 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/MN908947
https://bioinformatics.stackexchange.com/questions/11227/why-does-the-wuhan-coronavirus-genome-end-in-aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
https://bioinformatics.stackexchange.com/questions/11227/why-does-the-wuhan-coronavirus-genome-end-in-aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
https://www.mad-eyes.net/music/madame-x/
https://youtu.be/VG3WkiL0d_U?t=290


 
https://youtu.be/VG3WkiL0d_U?t=361 - at this time 6:00 Madonna sings while pointing at the 
audience - “not everyone is coming to the future”. I’ll put it bluntly - “not everyone is coming to 
the future” means not everyone is going to survive.  
 
For whatever reason its not only Madonna that is pushing this AAAAAAAAA thing either.  
 
A painting by Jean Michel Basquiat - can be seen here:  
https://www.auctionzip.com/auction-lot/JEAN-MICHEL-BASQUIAT-AAAAAA_90640F6BEE/ 
The painting is a reference to wilson from the Tom Hanks movie Castaway, but the AAAAAAA 
being the end of the SARS-COV genome is interesting. Its also interesting that Jay Z, Ellen 
Degeneres, and Lady Gaga all have been pushing the wilson and AAAAAAAAAAA thing in the 
recent years.  

https://youtu.be/VG3WkiL0d_U?t=361
https://www.auctionzip.com/auction-lot/JEAN-MICHEL-BASQUIAT-AAAAAA_90640F6BEE/


 
 
 
9. Dr. Creep an underground rapper from 2013 predicted Coronavirus: Listen from 1:01 mark. 
Coincidence? Nah  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5P77bUdE4p4&feature=youtu.be&t=62 

 
 
10. Space Jam a movie from 1996 shut down the NBA with people in hazmat suits. What the 
guy said is literally word for word what was said when the NBA commissioner shut down the 
NBA in 2020 in response to the coronavirus. Notice the guys in hazmat suits in the back drop.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VJFu_YOF9WU 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5P77bUdE4p4&feature=youtu.be&t=62
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VJFu_YOF9WU


 
11. SImpsons predicts coronavirus - watch the clip - they talk about “releasing a deadly virus to 
the public” They initially blamed it on cats in the clip and then the virus was was spread by asian 
factory workers through mail. Coronavirus was originally blamed on BATS and spread by an 
asian country. No coincidence.. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v53GmsuppwY 

 
12. Kobe Bryant’s death was not only predicted but possibly was the catalyst signal. A show by 
the name of Legends of CHamberlain which aired on comedy central. In a certain episode titled 
“End of Days” which aired on 11/16/2016 Kobe bryant was seen dying in a helicopter accident. 
Which is literally how he died in real life last year. Whats even weirder is the air date has two 6’s 
in 11/16/2016 - but if you add up the rest of the numbers 1+1+1+2+1+0 = 6 making 666.  
Clip of him dying can be seen here: https://youtu.be/snoM6bmPaUE?t=7  
News article of his death:  
https://www.vvng.com/tmz-kobe-bryant-and-others-killed-in-calabasas-helicopter-crash/ 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v53GmsuppwY
https://youtu.be/snoM6bmPaUE?t=7
https://www.vvng.com/tmz-kobe-bryant-and-others-killed-in-calabasas-helicopter-crash/


 

 
But how exactly does this play into coronavirus? Well Coronavirus is SARS-COV2, but the non 
scientific name - the name it was given is called Covid-19.  
Well if you translate Covid to Hebrew and back to English on google translate it translated to 
Kobe.  

 
 
13. I Pet Goat II is a weird symbolic youtube clip that has predicted a ton of stuff over the years. 
The video itself is over 7 years old. The video was made by Heliofant studios  
Video is here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=65xLByzT1l0 
 
Heliofant studios logo - the O in the middle is the Corona of the sun. Again a play on “corona”  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=65xLByzT1l0


 
Lets analyze the video.  
 
The beginning you can see a concentration camp with “snow” on the ground. In fact in 
concentration camps they burned bodies in the crematories and the snow was actually ashes of 
human flesh. During coronavirus pandemic there have been so many people dead that we had 
to burn bodies. So the symbolism of a concentration camp with the flakes of burned bodies is no 
coincidence.  
Clip - https://youtu.be/65xLByzT1l0?t=9 

 
Associated news story: 
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-usa-bodies/new-york-city-crematories-wor
k-overtime-as-coronavirus-brings-backlog-of-bodies-idUSKBN21K27D 
 
In this clip you can see the crescent moon behind osama bin laden. A marker for ominous 
activity. In fact before the coronavirus pandemic, a photographer in a muslim nation took a 
picture of the horizon that had the same red horned moon.  
 
https://youtu.be/65xLByzT1l0?t=138 

https://youtu.be/65xLByzT1l0?t=9
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-usa-bodies/new-york-city-crematories-work-overtime-as-coronavirus-brings-backlog-of-bodies-idUSKBN21K27D
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-usa-bodies/new-york-city-crematories-work-overtime-as-coronavirus-brings-backlog-of-bodies-idUSKBN21K27D
https://youtu.be/65xLByzT1l0?t=138


 

Associated news story: 
http://unsorted.co/sinister-sunrise-captured-by-photographer-elias-chasiotis-during-an-eclipse-in
-qatar/ 
 
In the next clip the market collapse was predicted. In the eyes of the person, you can see the 
words “Markets plunged” then “War coverage next” and actually if you look you can see the 
indexes S&P 500 and Nasdaq down and specific numbers. Not a coincidence.  
https://youtu.be/65xLByzT1l0?t=181 

http://unsorted.co/sinister-sunrise-captured-by-photographer-elias-chasiotis-during-an-eclipse-in-qatar/
http://unsorted.co/sinister-sunrise-captured-by-photographer-elias-chasiotis-during-an-eclipse-in-qatar/
https://youtu.be/65xLByzT1l0?t=181


 
https://theconversation.com/this-coronavirus-share-market-crash-is-unlike-those-that-have-gone
-before-it-133691 
 
In this clip you can see a man drowning in mucous secretions - just like coronavirus  
https://youtu.be/65xLByzT1l0?t=213 

 
In this clip you can see tiananmen square - which is symbolic for china. A Person standing in 
front of a row of tanks 
https://youtu.be/65xLByzT1l0?t=219 

https://theconversation.com/this-coronavirus-share-market-crash-is-unlike-those-that-have-gone-before-it-133691
https://theconversation.com/this-coronavirus-share-market-crash-is-unlike-those-that-have-gone-before-it-133691
https://youtu.be/65xLByzT1l0?t=213
https://youtu.be/65xLByzT1l0?t=219


 

 
At this time you see a dead guy who wears a ring touching the shoulder of the girl with the tiger 
shirt. Few things here - a guy who was known for wearing an extremely gaudy ring was just 
killed - Qassem Soleimani so that is the symbolism there. The tiger looks like Chinese new year 
- year of the tiger, only problem is its not the year of the tiger its the year of Rat. But 
nevertheless 2020 is a year where EVERYONE is talking about tigers. So yea it is year of the 
tiger - year of Netflix Tiger King.  
 
https://youtu.be/65xLByzT1l0?t=223 

https://youtu.be/65xLByzT1l0?t=223


 
https://nypost.com/2020/01/03/qassem-soleimani-airstrike-ring-from-corpse-identified-irans-top-
general/ 

https://nypost.com/2020/01/03/qassem-soleimani-airstrike-ring-from-corpse-identified-irans-top-general/
https://nypost.com/2020/01/03/qassem-soleimani-airstrike-ring-from-corpse-identified-irans-top-general/


 
https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2020/04/12/tiger-king-transends-coronavirus-isolation-b
uilds-community-column/5133790002/ 
 
Right after that, you see fireworks in the background, but the fireworks dont behave like normal 
fireworks, they maintain a certain shape and they dont disappear. They look like the microscopic 
structure of coronavirus. Also the girl turns around and has a biohazard symbol on her cheek. 
So we have China, Coronavirus structure, death, and a biohazard symbol. The tiger symbolism 
and the craze for tiger king during the pandemic, and the shiny ring on the hand of the dead guy 
preceding the virus.  

https://youtu.be/65xLByzT1l0?t=225 
Notice the biohazard symbol on her right cheek - corona virus is a biological weapon.  

https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2020/04/12/tiger-king-transends-coronavirus-isolation-builds-community-column/5133790002/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2020/04/12/tiger-king-transends-coronavirus-isolation-builds-community-column/5133790002/
https://youtu.be/65xLByzT1l0?t=225


 

 
 
14. There was a big focus on the 2020 Tokyo olympics. Look at their logo, then look at a cross 
section of coronavirus.  



 
15. The economist is a magazine who’s cover’s oddly predict the future. But we know that is just 
predictive programming, lets see the programming for coronavirus.  
 
The 2016 cover -  

- lower right hand corner has a guy reading a book titled “The future, a novel” This Covid 
19 is called “Novel” Coronavirus 2019.  

- Also there is an olympics logo with a small grey coronavirus cell structure posing as a 
ball. Again - there is no ball that looks like coronavirus and there is no sport at the 
olympics that uses a ball similar to that. Not coincidence. As you already know the 2020 
olympics logo is the cross section of coronavirus. Somehow 4 years ago, the economist 
predicted that the year of the olympics there would be a “novel” coronavirus 

- Now we have the sun yet again, where as you know from earlier the “corona” of the sun 
is just symbolism for the word corona.  

- So we have “Novel”, “Corona”, a ball that looks like a virus structure, and the olympics 
logo to signify the year.  

 
 
 



 
 
 



16 Economist 2015 cover 

 
 
There are a couple of things here, some are in regard to other events but some are related to 
coronavirus. The first is the tortoise (bottom center) and the number 11.3 (bottom right). In 
Europe they put the day first then the month, in America we put month first then date, but the 
Economist is a european publication, so 11.3 actually refers to March 11th, on March 11th 
Trump addressed the nation from the oval office and declared coronavirus a national pandemic 
and shut down all travel from european nations. Very weird how a 2015 cover could be so spot 
on with the significance of a date.  
 Trump Speech: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EnHo-eYJWg4 
 
Other historical dates 3/11: http://www.thepeoplehistory.com/march11th.html 
 
March 11th is ALSO the date of the first reported 
case of the last pandemic that killed a ton of 
people -  the 1918 influenza pandemic.  
 
Now what about the tortoise? - The tortoise refers 
to the washington seahawks stadium - Century 
link field. - Which is shaped like a tortoise.  
 

 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EnHo-eYJWg4
http://www.thepeoplehistory.com/march11th.html


What does century link field have to do with coronavirus? Well the outbreak epicenter in USA 
was initially in Washington state. also Century link field was converted to a field hospital for 
pandemics.  
 
https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/centurylink-field-being-scouted-possible-field-hospital/34LHO
G5V2FCBLOJMP4GIYHXKJE/ 
 
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa2001191 
 
 
Also what is more interesting is the artwork tower in front of century link field.  

 
 
 
You can google “Century link field” to do your own research if you dont believe me.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/centurylink-field-being-scouted-possible-field-hospital/34LHOG5V2FCBLOJMP4GIYHXKJE/
https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/centurylink-field-being-scouted-possible-field-hospital/34LHOG5V2FCBLOJMP4GIYHXKJE/
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa2001191


The top is a petri dish, the second is a corona with a medical cross in the center. The green 
circle shows dead bodies scattered and the living are confined in blocks, the bottom are 
chimneys with smoke again referring to the crematoriums. The number of people in the green 
circle is not a coincidence either - 33 dead bodies, and 65 people confined. 33 is the highest 
degree in freemasonry, and 65 refers back to the event 201 simulation that stated 65 million 
people would die.  
 
They love that number 65 - see pic below. 

 
 
Times 65 occurs in relation to Coronavirus.  

- Melinda gates 65th day of her age for that year. From her birthday 8/15/1964 to the date 
Event 201 took place on 10/18/19 - it was exactly 65 days. Bill and Melinda gates 
foundation was the primary donor and collaborator with John Hopkins university to run 
that simulation. Just a refresher - this was a simulation about a worldwide pandemic 
caused by a SARS Coronavirus.  



- During the simulation 65 million people died.  
- Century link field has exactly 65 people depicted in the green bubble “organized into 

columns” aka organized into quarantine.  
- The word “Pandemic” itself if converted to numbers by a process called “gematria” 

equals 65. Test it out for yourself: http://www.gematrinator.com/calculator/index.php just 
type Pandemic and see what number comes out. See image below if you trust me.  

 
Now you may be wondering, what about the other number in the green circle? What about the 
33? Well 33 is the highest degree in freemasonry - you can do your own research on that, but 
33 was pushed way more than 65. In fact here are all the headlines in relation to coronavirus 
that pushed the number 33. You were still asleep then so you didnt notice, but now you are one 
of us so behold.  

http://www.gematrinator.com/calculator/index.php


 
 
There is more.. Continue on to the next page.. But just a quick reminder if you forgot the 
significance of 33 in regard to coronavirus. Remember at the beginning I told you to pay 
attention to the number 33? PAY ATTENTION WAKE UP! Link is at the top.  



 
 
 
I could write a 1000 page book on all the instances, open your eyes and expose the bullshit. 
This coronavirus was well known way in advance clearly.  
 
“Oh but thats an absurd accusation”  No its not. I proved to you Hollywood and the media knew. 
Now for the governments, WHO, CDC and the rest. They all knew.  



What do we now know about this virus?  
 

1. It is an airborne/contact illness  
2. It can be transferred from person to person 
3. It severely attacks the lungs 
4. It causes a severe cytokine inflammatory response 
5. It does NOT discriminate against age - young people also die.  
6. Social distancing slows the spread 
7. Wearing masks are encouraged in areas where social distancing cannot be avoided aka 

in public.  
8. It is not the flu, does not act like the flu, and is not subject to flu standards 
9. Virus will not stop with “heat” as extremely hot places like africa also have the virus  

 
Do you think we only know that because this is a BRAND NEW VIRUS and we figured this out 
now? Open your eyes you poor child. You have been lied to.  
 
Bill Deblasio tweet: https://twitter.com/BilldeBlasio/status/1234648718714036229?s=20 
 

 
 
NYC Health Comissioner Oxiris Barbot:  
https://twitter.com/NYCHealthCommr/status/1224043155852537863?s=20  

https://twitter.com/BilldeBlasio/status/1234648718714036229?s=20
https://twitter.com/NYCHealthCommr/status/1224043155852537863?s=20


Nancy Pelosi visits china town to “combat fear” and fight “racism” during the coronavirus 
pandemic. Now you see how they use race to control people. They manipulate sore spots.  
 
https://www.nbcbayarea.com/news/local/nancy-pelosi-visits-san-franciscos-chinatown/2240
247/ 
 

 
 
 

https://www.nbcbayarea.com/news/local/nancy-pelosi-visits-san-franciscos-chinatown/2240247/
https://www.nbcbayarea.com/news/local/nancy-pelosi-visits-san-franciscos-chinatown/2240247/


Again manipulating the race angle, they led people to hug a chinese person during a time 
where you are literally not supposed to hug ANYBODY.  
https://twitter.com/globaltimesnews/status/1224661041495212032?s=20 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

https://twitter.com/globaltimesnews/status/1224661041495212032?s=20


At the same time that this was going on we had non medical professionals claiming to know 
about risk. Just a reminder, if a non medical person gave medical advice to somebody and 
they died because of it - they would be imprisoned for impersonating a medical professional 
and likely be brought up on manslaughter charges whether negligent or not. No slap on the 
wrist.  
 
https://www.axios.com/new-york-first-coronavirus-case-cuomo-risk-low-7eafa8d9-5148-4fbc
-93ae-42affa09c313.html 
 
 

https://www.axios.com/new-york-first-coronavirus-case-cuomo-risk-low-7eafa8d9-5148-4fbc-93ae-42affa09c313.html
https://www.axios.com/new-york-first-coronavirus-case-cuomo-risk-low-7eafa8d9-5148-4fbc-93ae-42affa09c313.html


Trump also with this narrative - both democrats and republicans were downplaying the 
virus.  
 
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-says-coronavirus-risk-americans-ver
y-low-administration-effectively-handling-n1143756 
 

 
 
 
Over and over again it was downplayed, and on the news multiple leaders spoke about 
remaining calm, here is a list of trump saying to remain calm over a period of 3 weeks.  
 
https://www.factcheck.org/2020/03/trumps-statements-about-the-coronavirus/ 

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-says-coronavirus-risk-americans-very-low-administration-effectively-handling-n1143756
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-says-coronavirus-risk-americans-very-low-administration-effectively-handling-n1143756
https://www.factcheck.org/2020/03/trumps-statements-about-the-coronavirus/


 

 
 
So during this time that the president was trying to calm down people and tell them 
everything was ok - the stock market - aka your retirement accounts - were literally causing 
the second great depression.  



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2020_stock_market_crash#16_March 
 

 
 
Notice the dates -  
February 20th - March 16th. This is when majority of americans realized coronavirus was 
not bullshit, this was when the average normie started panic selling. But what about 
politicians? When did they panic sell?  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2020_stock_market_crash#16_March


Link is here: 
https://thehill.com/homenews/senate/488593-four-senators-sold-stocks-before-coronavirus-t
hreat-crashed-market 
 
Yea and if you think the politicians and coroporate interests werent in bed with each other - 
think again:  
https://www.wsj.com/articles/bezos-other-corporate-executives-sold-shares-just-in-time-115
85042204 
 
 

 
 
So if they didnt know how bad coronavirus is, why would they sell stock? Also why did they 
tell you to remain calm and BUY stock? Because remember - in order to sell a stock, 
somebody has to buy it right?  
 
 
 

https://thehill.com/homenews/senate/488593-four-senators-sold-stocks-before-coronavirus-threat-crashed-market
https://thehill.com/homenews/senate/488593-four-senators-sold-stocks-before-coronavirus-threat-crashed-market
https://www.wsj.com/articles/bezos-other-corporate-executives-sold-shares-just-in-time-11585042204
https://www.wsj.com/articles/bezos-other-corporate-executives-sold-shares-just-in-time-11585042204


So why did Larry Kudlow - The National Economic Council Director - ADVISE PEOPLE TO 
BUY STOCK, at the EXACT SAME TIME as Politicians and Corporate Executives SELLING 
STOCKS!? 
 
You can’t make this shit up.  
 
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/25/larry-kudlow-says-investors-should-very-seriously-look-at
-buying-stocks.html 
 

 
So people lost some money, who cares right? Well your average every day person lost 
money, while again - the rich get richer through clever manipulation of information they are 
privy to.  
 
Anyway - its just money, they print it and its worthless, whats more worthless is your life and 
the lives of your loved ones. With the information these people had - what did they suggest? 

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/25/larry-kudlow-says-investors-should-very-seriously-look-at-buying-stocks.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/25/larry-kudlow-says-investors-should-very-seriously-look-at-buying-stocks.html


The World Health Organization (WHO) claimed there was no evidence of human to human 
transmission.  
 
https://twitter.com/WHO/status/1217043229427761152?s=20 

 
 
 
That tweet turned out to be completely false. And remember “The absence of evidence is 
NOT the evidence of absence”. Reassuring people based off preliminary absence of 
evidence is literally insane.  

https://twitter.com/WHO/status/1217043229427761152?s=20


So at first there was “No evidence of human to human transmission”, which was echoed by 
many people under the guise of “just live your lives there is nothing to worry about”. But 
then they told people not to buy or wear masks -  
 
https://twitter.com/Surgeon_General/status/1233725785283932160?s=20 

 
 
This is an advertisement from 
the World Health Organization.  
 
So initially masks were NOT 
effective in preventing the 
general public from catching 
the coronavirus.  
 
Then the WHO literally said do 
not wear a facemask if you are 
well.  
 
In hindsight - this got people 
killed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://twitter.com/Surgeon_General/status/1233725785283932160?s=20


The trajectory for rates of infection were different for countries that had masks vs those that 
advised against it.  
 

 
 
Here is some information on different masks - why did the WHO and CDC not give this 
information to the public??? 
 

 
 
 
 



 



They even went as far as to say masks INCREASE infection risk -  
https://www.forbes.com/sites/tarahaelle/2020/02/29/no-you-do-not-need-face-masks-for-cor
onavirus-they-might-increase-your-infection-risk/#26ab25cd676c  

 
Clearly they are full of shit - Because they did a complete 180 on this even going as far as 
to suggest covering your face with a t-shirt which would be better than nothing! 
 
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/03/trump-administration-coronavirus-masks-164004 
 
THREE MONTHS LATER!!!!!!!!!!! LIVES WERE LOST BECAUSE OF THIS!!! 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/tarahaelle/2020/02/29/no-you-do-not-need-face-masks-for-coronavirus-they-might-increase-your-infection-risk/#26ab25cd676c
https://www.forbes.com/sites/tarahaelle/2020/02/29/no-you-do-not-need-face-masks-for-coronavirus-they-might-increase-your-infection-risk/#26ab25cd676c
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/03/trump-administration-coronavirus-masks-164004


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/diy-cloth-face-coverings.ht
ml 
 
 

 
 
Right so now because three months went by, there was no social distancing for 2 months, 
and for 3 months no face masks were worn. We now know that there was 
ASYMPTOMATIC transmission from person to person for up to 21 days.  
 
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2762028 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/diy-cloth-face-coverings.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/diy-cloth-face-coverings.html
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2762028


https://www.vox.com/future-perfect/2020/4/3/21206392/presymptomatic-coronavirus-spread
-symptoms 

 
Its all so tiresome. The way they present the information is as if they are learning new 
information as time goes on. Lets not forget with this entire thing that the end result has 
always been the push for a vaccine. To “save us” from coronavirus.  

 
Everyone keeps pushing 18 
months to a vaccine - that will be 
the saving grace of America and 
the world.  
 
Remember - Gaddafi said:  
 

1. They create the virus 
2. They create the cure 
3. They take their time 

pretending to find the cure.  
 
If they dont take time to find the 
cure then your life wont be 
disrupted enough for you to jump 
for the cure.  
 
If you’ve made it this far - now its 
time to unload the real 
information. All the information 
before this was your initiation to 
prime you to be able to 
understand the gravity of the real 
info.  
 
Coronavirus is 100% lab made.  

https://www.vox.com/future-perfect/2020/4/3/21206392/presymptomatic-coronavirus-spread-symptoms
https://www.vox.com/future-perfect/2020/4/3/21206392/presymptomatic-coronavirus-spread-symptoms


Welcome to Reality.  
 

 
 

Thanks for taking the Red Pill normie, you’re now one of us. Let’s get to the real 
information. Pay attention because this is where it all comes together.  

 
1st Red pill - Governments create and study viruses in labs. The United States government 
has COLLABORATED with China on these endeavors. This information is not hidden.  
 
In 2014 (Yes 6 years ago) this article was published:  
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/science/exclusive-controversial-us-scientist-creates-de
adly-new-flu-strain-for-pandemic-research-9577088.html 
 

 
 
In 2006 (Yes 14 years ago) former President Bush warned the nation about a pandemic - 
this guide was created then:  
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/pandemic-resources/pdf/pandemic-influenza-implementation.pdf 

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/science/exclusive-controversial-us-scientist-creates-deadly-new-flu-strain-for-pandemic-research-9577088.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/science/exclusive-controversial-us-scientist-creates-deadly-new-flu-strain-for-pandemic-research-9577088.html
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/pandemic-resources/pdf/pandemic-influenza-implementation.pdf


 Watch Bush’s 2005 speech: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=spcj6KUr4aA  
Watch Obama’s 2014 speech: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pBVAnaHxHbM 
 
So you have to ask yourself, what does the president of the united states know that forces 
him to make a speech like that? How does this link with the current coronavirus pandemic? 
 

Relax anon, were getting there.  
 
A study in 2013 claims a bat SARS-like coronavirus uses the ACE2 receptor. More 
importantly the abstract says that intermediate hosts may not be necessary for direct 
human infection by some bats.  
 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24172901?dopt=Abstract&holding=npg 

 
So we have established bats can directly infect humans. In 2015 - two years later this article 
comes out.  

 
https://www.nature.com/articles/nm.3985 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=spcj6KUr4aA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pBVAnaHxHbM
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24172901?dopt=Abstract&holding=npg
https://www.nature.com/articles/nm.3985


So now we’ve established that there is a potential for human emergence.. But whats 
interesting here is WHY there is a potential for human emergence. Its because the 
researchers made a man-made chimera virus by combining two different viruses in order to 
give the virus artificial functions - extraordinary abilities that the virus in nature would not 
have.  
 
 

 



An italian news network called TGR in 2015 covered this story: watch video here:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kjLKlKPUnyc 
 

 
 
The researchers were both of American and Chinese nationality. And as the news network 
noted - the USA government called for a moratorium on virus research, and also suspended 
its research of this virus.  
 
https://www.nature.com/news/viral-research-moratorium-called-too-broad-1.16211 
 

 
 
https://www.nature.com/news/us-suspends-risky-disease-research-1.16192 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kjLKlKPUnyc
https://www.nature.com/news/viral-research-moratorium-called-too-broad-1.16211
https://www.nature.com/news/us-suspends-risky-disease-research-1.16192


China has been studying this for more than a decade as well as the USA.  
 
Here is a study from 2007:  
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2176051/ 
PDF here: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2176051/pdf/0023-07.pdf 
 
The study here labels this “a time bomb”. Note - This is a State Key Laboratory of 
Emerging infectious diseases - University of Hong Kong. As far back as 2007 they were 
studying this.  
 
 
 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2176051/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2176051/pdf/0023-07.pdf


What about the USA government? How far back were they studying this virus?  
Well seeing as there is a patent for SARS-COV isolated from humans which was filed in 
2003…. It's approximately 20 years since they had to have done research on it well before 
they filed the patent.  
 
Link to patent https://patents.google.com/patent/US7220852B1/en 
PDF of patent: 
https://patentimages.storage.googleapis.com/6b/c3/21/a62eb55a0e678c/US7220852.pdf 
 

Notice how the virus was assigned to “The government of the united states of America as 
Represented by the Secretary of the Department of Health”. This is the guy:  

https://patents.google.com/patent/US7220852B1/en
https://patentimages.storage.googleapis.com/6b/c3/21/a62eb55a0e678c/US7220852.pdf


Notice how hes now a Fox News contributor. He even wrote an opinion column on the 
Coronavirus:  
 
https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/michael-leavitt-to-prepare-for-coronavirus-heres-what-all-
of-us-must-do 
 

 
In this article this man literally lies and says we have no clue about this virus when in fact - a 
patent on the virus was assigned to him during his service as secretary of health!! 

https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/michael-leavitt-to-prepare-for-coronavirus-heres-what-all-of-us-must-do
https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/michael-leavitt-to-prepare-for-coronavirus-heres-what-all-of-us-must-do


So now do you understand what you’re dealing with? He said it himself - the vaccine is six 
to nine months away IN A BEST CASE SCENARIO. There is more than one wave so we 
need the vaccine.  
 
Now I know some of you must be reading and thinking that this is SARS-COV were talking 
about, not SARS-COV2 - well it turns out that SARS-COV2 is 79.6% EXACT MATCH to 
SARS-COV patented by the government, and also 96% EXACT MATCH to already existing 
bat coronavirus genomes. The same bat coronaviruses which were studied for DECADES 
by USA and China. The virus used the same ACE2 receptor that was discussed 2013 
article from above. Further more - this article is from january 20th 2020.  
 
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-020-2012-7 
 

 
I hate to take it there, but the question is - how the hell did the governments drop the ball on 
this? THEY CREATED THE VIRUS, THEY STUDIED THE VIRUS. How did they not know 
the mode of transmission? How did they not know what to do or be prepared? The only 
logical conclusion is that they pretended to not know with maliciously sinister intent to allow 
the virus to proliferate.  
 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-020-2012-7


Why would they do this? Open your eyes. This virus is completely known. They were 
already working on the vaccine even before the outbreak.  
 
https://www.jpost.com/HEALTH-SCIENCE/Israeli-scientists-In-three-weeks-we-will-have-cor
onavirus-vaccine-619101 
 

 
 

 

https://www.jpost.com/HEALTH-SCIENCE/Israeli-scientists-In-three-weeks-we-will-have-coronavirus-vaccine-619101
https://www.jpost.com/HEALTH-SCIENCE/Israeli-scientists-In-three-weeks-we-will-have-coronavirus-vaccine-619101


“Let’s call it pure luck” Lets call that bullshit.  
https://www.business-standard.com/article/pti-stories/israeli-scientist-granted-us-patent-for-
novel-coronavirus-vaccine-design-120041901063_1.html 
 

 
And it begins. Now they have what they want. A deadly virus, and a public ready to accept 
the cure. And as of literally TODAY! A scientist is granted the patent for a novel coronavirus 
vaccine.  

Closing thoughts  
The novel coronavirus - SARS COV2 was created in a lab. There is proof that this virus is 
almost identical to previously lab created coronaviruses. The city of Wuhan where the virus 
originally had its outbreak - is home of a virology lab where it is presumed that this virus 
“leaked” out from. All the predictive programming revealed that this virus was planned from 
a very long time ago. There are people that have already made a financial gain from this 
pandemic and there are people right now as we speak with their mouths watering looking to 
reap profits from the havoc that they have caused. The media will never report on this 
information or be as bold to insinuate anything written in here. That is because the media is 
controlled by intelligence agencies to pour misinformation propaganda into the general 
public to make keep the population under control and docile. This is just the tip of the 
iceberg. There are many unanswered questions that you should investigate.  
 
Watch this video titled “Out of Shadows”  which is a documentary that lifts the mask on how 
the mainstream media & Hollywood manipulate & control the masses by spreading 
propaganda throughout their content. The goal is to wake up the general public by shedding 
light on how we all have been lied to & brainwashed by a hidden enemy with a sinister 
agenda. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MY8Nfzcn1qQ 
For nothing is secret that will not be revealed, nor anything hidden that will not be known 

and come to light. Luke 8:17  
 

More Coronavirus Info: https://pastebin.com/raw/qy5RFpVX  
Coronavirus Raw footage: https://archive.nothingburger.today/Videos/ 

Spread this knowledge, make it viral. 

https://www.business-standard.com/article/pti-stories/israeli-scientist-granted-us-patent-for-novel-coronavirus-vaccine-design-120041901063_1.html
https://www.business-standard.com/article/pti-stories/israeli-scientist-granted-us-patent-for-novel-coronavirus-vaccine-design-120041901063_1.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MY8Nfzcn1qQ
https://pastebin.com/raw/qy5RFpVX
https://archive.nothingburger.today/Videos/

